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Abstract - The innovation in the field of data has provided people satisfaction and comfort, but there are many issues related to security of data.
To overcome these issues Juels and Rivest have recently introduced the honeyword concept. Many existing methods for honeyword generation
are available but there are limitations related to storage cost, multiple system vulnerability, DoS attack resistance, etc. In this paper we have
proposed a honeyword generation approach using ASCII values which provides better security against brute force attack. In this algorithm
randomly generated numbers are used to generate the honeywords from the original password. The overall analysis shows that ASCII method
achieves a high detection rate.
Index Terms - ASCII, Authentication, Detection, Honeyword, Intruder.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A password is a secret word, which a user must input during
a login, only after that it is possible to get access. Security of
password is an important aspect. Password protection helps
us to protect information from unauthorized users. An
intruder who steals a file of hashed passwords mostly uses
brute-force search to find the password. Many companies
and software industries store their data in databases. So, all
the details required to get into the system (i.e. username and
password) are stored in encrypted form in database. It is
easy to capture the plaintext passwords after the password
file is stolen. So for avoiding it, passwords must be
protected and secured by using the appropriate algorithm
and a secure system should detect the entry of unauthorized
user in the system.
Password protection was handled using hashing algorithms.
The password is converted into hash using the existing
hashing algorithms. So, the username and hash of password
is stored into the database. Using Inversion attack model the
attacker can successfully invert the hashes from the
compromised password file. Later, study focusses on
detecting the entry of unauthorized user using the concept of
fake passwords known as honeywords.
A. Honeywords
Honeywords are false (decoy) passwords. For each user
account, the legitimate password is stored with several
honeywords in order to sense impersonation[1]. The file of
hashed passwords include the legitimate as well as decoy
passwords. After inverting the hashes if the honeywords are
selected properly, an attacker who steals a file is not sure if
it is the real password or a honeyword for any account. If he
enters the honeyword for login, it will trigger an alarm
notifying the administrator about a password file breach.
Various existing honeyword generation algorithms are used
to generate honeywords. Thus, this approach puts the

attacker at risk of being detected with every attempted login.
Using brute force attack also it is sure that the attacker will
be detected. Hence, honeywords can provide a very useful
layer of defense.
II. HONEYWORD GENERATION METHODS AND
DISCUSSION
Honeyword generation algorithms can be categorized into
two groups.
A. Legacy-UI procedures: The password-change UI is
unchanged i.e. it takes the same password entered by
the user for honeyword generation[1].
1) Chaffing-by-tweaking
In this method, the user password gives the generator
algorithm for which changing selected character positions of
the real password to produce the honeywords. Each
character of a user password in already determined positions
is replaced by a randomly chosen character of the same type.
Number of positions to be changed are denoted as t.
For example the password is tom1991 .Suppose the
following honeywords are generated with t = 4 and k = 9 for
this password.The digits in the honeywords seem not
relevant, but the correct password tom1991 makes sense for
an adversary.
tom6333 tom9048 tom1991
tom2070 tom0946 tom2785
tom5469 tom8147 tom9105
Limitation: Many users have the tendency to choose the
numbers included in passwords related to a special date.
Most of the hacked password hints are related to a date.
Apart from the use of a date in passwords, many users prefer
to write consecutive numbers to their password heads, like
‟456‟, ‟4567‟, due to the tendency of users to choose
rememberable number patterns. This model leads an
adversary to make a correct selection.
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2) Chaffing-with-a-password-model
The generator algorithm takes the password from the user
and relying on a probabilistic model of real passwords it
produces the honeywords. This method is named as the
modeling syntax. In this model, the password is splitted into
character sets. For example, gold4hair is decomposed as
4-letters + 1-digit + 4-letters = L4+D1+L4 and replaced with
the same composition like urvi5ring.
Limitation: Leaked password databases have shown us that
some passwords have a well-known pattern. If there is a
correlation between the username and the password, then the
password can be easily distinguished from the honeywords.
For example, the password smittom123 with a username
smittom can be easily distinguished from the corresponding
honeywords.
3) Chaffing with Tough Nuts
Some honeywords are much harder to crack than the
average so much that they would probably never be cracked
by an adversary. There may possibly be some un-crackable
hashes For example, what should the adversary do with the
following list?
gm79, tom!!yahoo, ? , g*7vk45, rauid/49frogs!, ?
Having some “tough nuts”among the honeywords might
give the adversary additional reason to pause before
searching in and trying to log in with one of the cracked
ones. “Tough nuts” represent potentially correct passwords
whose plausibility the adversary cannot evaluate. Thus, in
the presence of “tough nuts,” the adversary cannot fully
evaluate the likelihood of being detected during login, even
if the adversary has cracked all other sweetwords.
4) Hybrid Method
Another method is combining the strength of different
honeyword generation methods, e.g. chaffing-by-tweaking
digits and chaffing-with-a-password-model. By using this
technique, random password model will be generated.
For example let the correct password be litchi1903. Then the
honeywords demon2562 and sad9137 should be produced as
seeds to chaffing-by-tweaking digits. For t = 3 and k = 4 for
each seed, the sweetwords table given below may be
attained:
sad9679 litchi1422 demon2656
sad9757 litchi1903 demon2036
sad9743 litchi1172 demon2849
sad9392 litchi1792 demon2562
Remark: This method reduces the chance of an adversary in
guessing the correct password from the sweetwords.
B. Modified-UI procedures: The password-change UI is
modified to allow better honey-word generation [1].
1) Take-a-tail method
The user‟s actual password is modified at the end with a
randomly chosen value to form a new user password. For
example, xyz213 is user‟s password then system generates

„@15‟ as a tail. So now user‟s new password becomes
xyz@15. This method has good security standard but is very
poor in usability. It is very difficult for user to remember the
system generated information for his different accounts.
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Achieving Flatness: Selecting the Honeywords from
Existing User Passwords.
The system proposed in this paper works on the issue to
overcome the security problems. A new honeyword
generation algorithm in which honeywords are generated
from the existing user passwords is proposed. It provides
realistic honeywords. It shows better results with respect to
flatness, DOS resistance and storage. New honeyword
generation method reduces storage cost of the honeyword
scheme[1].
B.The Dangers of Weak Hashes
K. Brown in 2012 proposed that the damaged caused by
password leaks can be reduced by implementing few good
practices.In June 2012 many companies likeLinkedIn,
Yahoo etc... Were affected by password leaks which were
publicly spread. Secure system should not have any loop
holes that will allow intruders to get access to password files
and should make sure that if the password hashes are been
hacked it should not be easy to generate passwords from the
hashes. Due to weak hashing mechanism these companies
were highly affected is proved. In this paper the author has
discussed about basics of password hashing and best
practices that should be followed while password storage[2].
C.Guess again (and again and again): Measuring password
strength by simulating password-cracking.
In this study in 2012 authors understood the effects of
password composition methods on guessing ability of
passwords. In-spite of rapid advancement in password
cracking capability of hacker, text based password is yet a
leading authentication method. Considering this threat,
password composition methods are becoming complex dayby-day. But, there is less research for calculating the
password strength. In this paper a new, efficient technique
for calculating the password strength of password-guessing
algorithms is introduced[4].
D.Honeywords: Making Password-Cracking Detectable
Juels and Rivest in 2013 proposed a method in field of
security for improving the security of hashed passwords. To
improve the security of the hashed password, decoy
passwords needs to be generated for each user account. An
attacker who steals a file of hashed passwords and inverts
the hash function cannot tell if he has found the password or
a honeyword. If the attacker tries to login with the
honeyword the server will set off an alarm. Brute-force
attack helps to detect the adversary when honeyword model
is used [5].
E. Examination of a New Defense Mechanism: Honeywords.
It has become much easier to crack a password hash with the
advancements in the graphical processing unit (GPU)
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technology. They propose an approach for user
authentication, in which some honeywords are added into a
password file, in order to detect impersonation.An
interesting defense mechanism where an adversary steals the
file of password hashes and inverts most or many of the
hashes is proposed. The honeyword system is powerful
defense mechanism here. It is sure that the adversary will be
detected [7].

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed ASCII algorithm works as follows

6.

Firstly take the real password of the user.
The real password is assigned a random position.
Chaffing by tweaking logic is applied here where
the last „n‟ characters which needs to be replaced
are selected.
Each character is assigned a randomly generated
number between 33 to 126.
ASCII value of that randomly generated number is
choosen from the standard ASCII table and the
original characters are replaced with ASCII
characters.
The above steps are repeated for generating the
honeywords for a real password.

Fig. 1 Procedure of generating honeywords

Table 1: ASCII Table
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Example
Original
Password

H

2

l

L

o

Random numbers
generated for last
3 characters
ASCII values for
randomly
generated
numbers
Generated
honeyword

H

2

94

78

52

[7]

H

2

N

4

[8]

H

2

N

4

^

^

[9]

[10]
V. FUTURE SCOPE
Purpose of developing this algorithm is enhancing the
security. There are many future scope of honeyword
generation using ASCII value. Firstly the generated
honeyword can be hashed or encrypted with different
hashing and encryption techniques. This will help in
multilevel security. Secondly as the need for data security is
increasing and new technologies are getting upgraded so
changes to the algorithm can be made if needed accordingly.
Thus this work can be further improved in future in number
of ways.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed methodology will give a new scope in area of
honeyword generation using ASCII algorithms. This
methodology is definitely an effective algorithm for
honeyword generation while compared to other techniques.
This algorithm is very fast, reliable, flat and secure.
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